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INTRODUCTION
Emily Dloklasoa was bora in the mid-nineteenth 
oentury (1830) into a society which insisted on conforming 
to accepted patterns of behaviour, that of Amherst, 
Massachusetts. Since the purpose of this thesis is to show 
that a study of her revolt contributes to the understanding 
of her poetry, it is necessary to understand the society 
against which her rebellion was directed.
There was little interchange of ideas between Amherst 
and Boston and Concord. What happened as a result of this 
cultural and intellectual isolation is known to any student 
of American culture. Boston and Concord uMer leaders like 
William Ellery Ohanning and Ralph Waldo Emerson were 
experiencing a metamorphosis from extreme conservatism to a 
liberalism which shattered vestigial Puritan and Edwardean 
concepts of God as a wrathful judge, man as a depraved 
creature, and salvation as something for a chosen few. 
Apparently it did not reach Amherst until some time after 
Emily Dickinson had out herself off from society.
Not only was Amherst society content to be 
religiously orthodox— which meant being Congregational— but 
social patterns were also well established and as closely 
conformed to. Boys approaching manhood prepared themselves 
for the ministry by attending Amherst College and Andover
2
Sefflinary, for law by attôMlng iaüierat Collage amd Harvard 
Hûiversity, a M  for medioloe by atteadiûg Amberat College 
and Harvard Univeraity, If cob icoliced professloaally, the 
youcg mac stayed borne to add to the Ineome from his father's 
profession. Young ladies went to sohools where they would 
be trained to be religious and ornamental. After their 
schooling they were expected to marry, to teach until mar­
riage, or to stay in their father's home, Amherst College 
and Andover Seminary were centers for the perpetuation of 
orthodox Congregationalism. Filling the Amherst Congrega­
tional pulpit for thirteen years of Emily's life was Aaron 
M. Colton,^ who had studied at Andover while Professor
Edwards A. Park was reaffirming there the Mwardean element#
2of the Congregational creed.
Emily Dickinson was surrounded by this religious and 
conventional society. Her father exemplified the typical 
Amherst lawyer and politician, and the rest of the Dickinson 
family can hardly be considered anything but average Amherst 
citizens. Just why Emily should have been the one atypical 
Dickinson and.the only Important unconventional figure in 
Amherst is impossible to say. Certainly fate could not have 
chosen a more articulate spokesman to express non-conformist
1 Whioher, This Whs A Poet. pp. 7,9.
O Walker, A History of the Congregational Churches in 
the United StateaT p. '25%'
3
vle«6.
Apparently Emily attended a dlitrict school from her 
sixth to her eleventh year, from which she entered Amherst 
Academy. By 1847 she had graduated to Mery lyon*s Mount 
Holyoke Seminary or, as It was sometimes called, Bouth 
Hadley Female Bemlnary. She withdrew before 1849 without 
finishing her education.
During her early school years, no recorded 
experiences set her mind against convention. However, while 
at Mount Holyoke Seminary during the Christmas season of 
1847, Emily experienced the first sharp emotional crisis of 
her life. Beginning In October of that year Miss lyon and 
her staff began to exert pressure to coerce those students 
who had not yet joined the church to repent and become 
Christians. In general. It was a period of emotional strain 
In the College resulting from lengthy prayer meetings and 
evangelical oratory. Emily steadfastly refused to be won 
over. The climax cam® when Miss Lyon proposed to the 
students, en masse, that Christmas be observed as a fast 
day. TThen the proposal was put to a vote, hhilly was the 
only girl to express her displeasure by standing. Although 
Kiss Lyon redoubled her efforts to win over the impenitent#, 
they were wasted on Emily, for she expressed herself as a 
non-conformist to the Congregational religious pattern.
After this trial, Emily became Indifferent to finishing her
studies, Bh& was tde ©aly member ©f her family mever to 
join the Coagregatioaal ohuroh,
Amherst logeada suggest that love affairs ooeurred
betweea 1850 aad 1880, The oompressioa la her letters of:
these years, the shift from nomma to uausual Images, sad 
the eplgrsmmatlo quality of them suggest ah emotional 
orisls. Though there is no coaorete evldshoe of a love 
affair, it is oonjeotured that Sally Dloklasoa experleaoed a 
deep love three different times. Whether her love was 
intslleotual or emotional, there is no way of knowing, 
though tradition Indioates that it was emotional. Aocording 
to legend, one suitor was B. f, Newton, her father*s law 
olerk whose attentions Edward discouraged by discharging 
him. Another was Leonard Humphrey, who may have been the 
suitor driven from the Dickinson house by the irate father.^ 
The third was Charles Wadsworth, a minister from Philadelphia,
 ̂This is my own identification. Although all her 
biographers mention Humphrey, they do not connect him with a 
love affair. In the poem "I never lost as much but twice, 
and that was in the sod," itophrey and Newton seem to be the 
two lost lovers. The poem
Perhaps you*re going tool 
Who knows?
If you should get there first.
Save just a little place for me
Close to the two I lost! (Dickinson, Complete Poems, p. 202,)
further indicates that two lovers were lost, and since both 
these men died young in the early 1850*s, their deaths seem 
to refer to the two losses "in the sod.*
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àm9tim9 between 18^-1860, mil y renounced the world 
end became a recluee.^ With this phase of her biography, a 
premise emerges which gives further Insight into the under* 
standing of her poems— that mily Dickinson's life and 
poetry exhibit a constant «md consistent paradox which can 
be explained in terms of revolt and conformity. By 
renouncing the world, mil y was doing what had been done for 
centuries, renunciation being one of the oldest conventions 
of escape. Thus, by shutting out the world, she was 
conforming to a pattern of recognized social behaviour.
In the same sense she committed herself to composing poetry, 
a commitment, also an age*old convention. Other spinsters 
sublimated their griefs, frustrations, and aspirations in 
literary outpourings In this instance Emily was conforming 
to an accepted literary custom. To carry this idea of her 
Conformity one step further, In form most of her poetry was 
written in modified traditional forms. One sees, then, in
* Biographical data from Whicher, on. cit.
® Mary 1* Wilkins freeman's "A Poetess," in A New 
Bun and Other Stories, represents the typical old-
maid who has turned to poetry to escape reality* Fred lewis 
Pattes, in The F m i n i m  Fifties, mentions Grace Greenwood, 
pseudonym for Sara Jane Clark® who, "marooned on the out­
skirts of civilization western Pennsylvania, had evolved 
her pen-name and had showered languishing tales upon the 
eastern magazines *“ pp* 277. others whom he mentions are 
Susan and Anna Warner, two girls who were brought up in 
"nun-like seclusion,"and Alice and Phoebe Cary. All four 
were spinsters, pp, 54-5, 59.
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almost ev*ry phase of *hat may be called the external In her 
life, a consistency In accepting onstomary practices. Bat as 
one shifts emphasis from a study of the external to a study 
of the Internal In her life, the most obvious kind of revolt 
Is revealed. In her mind, she freed herself from her 
father's domination and from society's Insistence that she 
be an otedlent daughter. In her mind, she created a mystical 
religion^ personal, formless, and Inclining towards pan­
theism, She did not accept the Puritan deity of Congrega- 
tlonalism, *»d Ironically she condemned society for doing 
what she— from all outward appearances— did, that is, con- 
formlng. Her life, which was a model of stereotyped 
behaviour, has a counterpart In the form of her poetry, 
which la also conventional. But again, corresponding to the 
freedom which came from the source within herself, the 
content of her poetry refuses to recognize limitations.
In the first chapter of this thesis, I wish to show 
that the tradition of paternal domination occasioned an 
attitude of rebellion In Emily Dickinson, which she could 
express only In poetry, she being outwardly too much of a 
conformlst to rebel openly. Instead of freeing herself by 
openly rebelling against her father, Emily found freedom In
liberating her poetic Inclinations, Thus her poetry turned 
Into a compensatory device whereby she gained what
7
eoîxventlonal society denied her.
^deellzin# that the Congregational God was incompat­
ible with her own eomawhat mystical insights into Divinity, 
Emily refused to participate in customary religious services. 
Again her poetry compensated for what conformity could not 
give her. Thus the second chapter shows that she rebelled 
against orthodox religious patterns, first by condemning 
thma, and second by creating her own formless, mystical 
devotion. Her personal religion, as it is expressed in 
poetic form, compensated for what she did not like in the 
orthodox patterns.
The final chapter is concerned with Emily Dickinson 
as an artist— in what ways her poetry is in itself a rebellion 
against accepted verse-making. When Emily chose to do so, 
she could write poetry which scans like any stereotyped 
piece of verse. The content of such a poem, however, is apt 
to belie the form. By thus inserting her unconventional 
utterances Into a formal framework, Emily gave us a unique 
kind of poetry which has endured while the verse of even 
the most popular of her female contemporaries is rarely 
Included in collections of poetry.
This research was undertaken to show that Emily 
Dickinson's poetry can be understood by studying her as a 
poet in revolt. By noting the poems and letters which 
seemed to contain a refusal to conform, I had an approxima-
8
tiojD of What it was she rebelled against; thus the question 
"Revolt against what?" was resolved. Next, it was necessary 
to seek consistency in her rebellion to determine whether or 
not a pattern was implicit or perhaps even explicit. Re- 
ourring themes dealt with escape and freedom and with 
religion. To determine whether or not she rebelled against 
the confinements of paternal domination, it was necessary to 
do background reading on nineteenth century conventions of 
relationships of parents to children. All her biographers 
indicate that Edward Dickinson dominated his family after 
the fashion of a Puritan patriarch. The poems of escape, 
then, were an expression of rebellion against her father on 
one level, and, on another level, against the society which 
fostered such a convention. After reading background 
material on the Congregational church in the nineteenth 
century, I saw that her poetry dealing with religion was an 
expression of revolt against the established church.
Finally, knowing her poetry to be different from the 
poems produced at that time, I became convinced that she was 
in revolt also against contemporary conventions of versifi­
cation. Her friendship with "H. H. " and Thomas Wentworth 
Higginson, both prominent literary people, shows that she 
had first-hand knowledge of literary conventions. She reed 
the poetry of Helen Hunt Jackson ("H. H.") and accepted 
Higglnson as the one person to criticize her own efforts.
9
The ihlrdt ehàpter is ooaoer&eâ with Emily Dloklasoa as aa 
artist who would aot ooodTdim to coatemporary ideas rwlatlv# 
to the proper form a ad ooateat of a poem,, sad Wio, by virtue 
of her rebellioa, wrote poetry outliving the popular, 
seatimeatalietio verse.
QHAPTER I 
REVOLT AGAITÎST PATERKAL DCMimTIOK
Edward Dickiûsojî imposed barriers in an attempt to 
control the phjsical and mental freedom of ills children, and 
although he outwardly succeeded with her, Emily escaped in 
her poetry— not only escaped but condemned his circumspect 
world. It was natural that Edward should dominate his 
children, for a characteristic of that conventional society 
was that sons and daughters should follow the dictates of 
their parents without question.^ Thus, if Emily were to 
escape the restrictions placed upon her by a conventional 
father, she would have to choose a means which would seem 
not to conflict with his sovereignty. She chose to escape 
by composing poetry in secret.
One method by which Edward sought to control his 
children was the denial of books to them. Novels, romances,
any book, in fact, but the Bible was forbidden; "Edward
7eyed a strange volume as if it were a serpent." Books such 
as Longfellow*s Kavanaugh. Charlotte Bronte*s Jane Eyre, and 
Mrs. Child*8 Letters from New York had to be smuggled in to
^ tollltt, Emily Dickinson : The Human Background of 
her Poetry, p. 245.
^ Taggard, The Life and Mind of Emily Dickinson, p. 49.
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th* youag Dloklaaoaa by Mr. Bowdoia, Sq&lre Dioklaaoa'a law 
clerk. So that Edward would aot become aware of the intrigue, 
Bowdoin hid the books In the crotch of a tree; Emily or her 
brother Austin then transferred them into the house and 
concealed them under the piano cover until an auspicious
Atime came for their reading.
Implied in this barrier to reading is a pattern which 
can be used as an aid to understanding the rebellious poetry 
of Emily Dickinson. The first division of the pattern con­
sists of the convention itself, which, in the instance at 
hand, is paternal domination. The second division consists 
of Emily's consciousness of the convention from which issues 
the third division, which may be termed her revolt against 
the convention. What her revolt turned into most often was 
an instrument of compensation by means of which she gained 
access to the thing which convention denied. The convention 
of paternal domination existed. Edward was able to deny 
books to his children because of it. Emily, through her 
awareness, arranged to evade it by smuggling in books. The 
aot of smuggling became thereby the instrument which supplied 
the compensation for one of the restrictions she felt that 
her father was imposing on her.
In a letter Emily wrote to her brother Austin, we see
^ Pollitt, og. Pit. . p. 55.
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that s W  was oooaoioùa of âomlmtloa:
We â m * t  have jaaay jokea, though, aow, it is pretty 
muoh all sobriety; mad #e do hot have much poetry, 
father haviag mad® up his mind that it*s pretty muoh all 
real life,?
Edward imposed restrictions against the reading of poetry 
beoauae it was not real life. He may have made this re­
striction because he suspected Emily of writing trifles in
1Ôsecret as many Mew England spinsters were doing.
In a letter of Imily’s to T. W. Higglnson one again 
sees that her father kept the fence tight about her;
I had promised to visit my physician for a few days 
in À y ,  but father objects because he is in the habit of 
me * ̂  ̂
Escape from the limitations which her father imposed 
on her was impossible for
. . . father takes care of the doors and Mother of 
the windows, and Vinnle and I are secure against all 
outward attacks. If we can getgOur hearts "under," I 
don*t have much to fear . . .
Emily and her sister were secure, la the sense that prison­
ers in a cell are secure. She could not gain freedom be­
cause she could not escape the convention of paternal
^ Blanchi, The life and letters of Emily Dickinson, 
p. 173-, ^
10 "Many spinsters kept journals; lacking the joys of 
wedded life, they were permitted some of the frills and 
furbelows of Victorian authorship." Taggard, 0£. cit.. pv 11,
11 Blanchi, o^. cit., p. 268.
Ibid.. pp. 150-1.
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dcsaimfeioû. Sâe continues the letter;
I put on my bonnet to-night, opened the gat® very 
desperately, and for a little while the suspense was 
terrible— I think I was held in check by some invisible 
agent, for.I returned to the house without having done 
any harmI
Emily's spirit would not let her break through the boundaries 
of her father's estate.
Emily Dickinson did not blandly accept the convention 
of paternal domination and its concomitant confinement to 
her father's home. She did not openly rebel; on the con­
trary, from all outward appearances she tolerated the sit­
uation and conformed as she was expected to do. But she was 
ever conscious of her Imprisonment :
I never hear the word "escape*
Without a quicker blood,
Â sudden expectation,
Â flying attitude,
I never hear of prisons broad 
By Soldiers battered down.
But I tug childish at my bars—
Only to fail again.
The Opening of the gate and the impossibility of stepping
through, the eagerness with which she heard the word escape,
1
and the futile tugging at the bars of her prison all indi­
cate that she knew she was a prisoner and that she was
p. 22.
Blanchi, op. cit., pp. 150-1.
Dickinson, The Complete Poems of Emily Dickinson.
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powerless to escape.
lo smother poem she compared herself to a chrysalis 
imprlsomed withim a coocom:
My cococo tightens, colors tease,
I'm feeling for the air;
A dim capacity for wings ,,
Degrades the dress I wear. ^
While her cocoon— «her father and the convention he repre­
sented— was confining her, she was feeling for the air, 
attempting to find some means of compensating for her 
Imprisonment.
Actually there was one avenue to freedom from the 
convention of paternal dominâtion— marriage. But when the 
possibility of marriage is discussed as a means of freeing 
Emily from the boundaries of her father's control, Edward 
Dickinson becomes more than a conventional father.
. . .  a spinster daughter was a misfortune to some 
men, but . . . Edward began to require Emily to be­
come a spinster daughter, a daughter devoted, although.^ 
not demonstrative, a daughter who would cling to home.
In other words, while conventional fathers dominated their
children, there is no evidence that they sought to extend
that domination into refusal to let them marry. Both
Amherst legends and Emily's poems indicate that Edward did
refuse to let her marry.
Dickinson, ô . clt., p. 22, 
Taggard, o£. cit., p. 41.
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Xmlly twice ©aw oMaoe for marrlmge aa& the escape
■ ■■ac4 freeAom It #0ül4 br$a$ :
. -  -  ' /  ' .
My life closed twice before Its closej 
It yet remalms to see 
If Immortality covell 
â third erect to me,
80 httge, so hopeless to coaeelve 
As these that twice befell.
Paftimg 1# all we kaow of^eavem 
And all we aCed of hell.!'
Two euitofs, gewtoa aad probably Humphrey mad the freedom
they offerstd were lost to her*
Ifflliy did hot hare to wait to see if Immortality
might uarell a third opportuhlty for escape from a life of
ochflaemeat;
I aerer lost as much but twice,
had that was la the mod;
Twice hare I stood a beggar 
Before the door of God.
iagels twice desceadlag,
Reimbursed my store.
Burglar, backer, fethy,
I am poor ocoe rnore.l^
Twice had she lost mac who were dear to her, acd apparectly
she blamed" death mthef thac her father. Each time the lost
lorer was replaced. lor this third loss, probably Charles
Wadsworth, she blamed her father who, as a burglar, stole the
persoh who offered her freedom, acd who, as a backer, kept
Olcklcsoc, o£. clt.. p. 52.
Hubbell, Amerioac Life Ic literature, p. 514.
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h#r looked safely im his vault, Just when she thought this
third man could save her, he too was denied her:
Just lost when I was saved!
Just felt the world go by!
Just girt me for the onset with eternity,
When breath blew back,
Ahd on the other side 
I heard recede the disappointed tide.?
Aaily concluded from these fruitless affairs, each of
which in spite of its brevity, offered love and freedom,
that
for each ecstatic Instant 
We must an anguish pay
In keen and quivering ratio 
To the ecstasy.
for each beloved hour 
Sharp pittances of years,
Bitter contested farthings
And coffers heaped with tears.^
She realised that she would spend the rest of her life in 
her father's home paying for the happiness she sought but 
which her father denied.
What kind of a person her father was is impossible to 
say exactly. He appears to have been a possessive person 
who wished to keep his children near him. Neither Emily nor 
her sister Lavinia left the Squire’s household. Emily felt 
that he thwarted her chances for marriage. When Austin 
married and announced that he intended to go west with his
Dickinson, 0£. c ^ . , p. 47. 
^  Ibid., p. 22.
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brld®, lâüspd brlbea him to stay lo Amherst by baiidlag him
ah Itmllaa villa behlM the Squire'# mahslon, and by taking
him into the family law off lee. Emily Indicates in a
letter to iastln that her father, besides being possessive,
showed an attitude of spitefulness toward her:
T of 8 '# class went to Boston yesterday; it was
in my heart to send an apple by him for your private 
use, but father overheard some of my Intentions and said 
they were 'rather small' . . .
And to her Horoross cousins she writes that
I got down before father this morning and spent a few 
moments profitably with the South Sea rose, father, 
detecting me, advised wiser employment, and read at 
devotions the cMpter of the gentleman with one talent.
I think he thought my conscience would adjust the
gender,*3
If Edward felt that Emily was an ineffectual old maid with 
only one talent— a useless talent for raising flowers— and 
that her intentions were "rather small," a problem properly 
relegated to the psychologist of why he insisted on keeping 
her within the bounds of his will presents itself. We are 
more concerned with evidence that he did belittle his 
daughter and that he did determine to keep her under his 
domination. We are most concerned with the premise that she 
rebelled in order to compensate for this domination and that
taggard, £g. ©it., p. 126. 
Blanchi, 0£. clt.. p. 177. 
Ibid.. p. 2^1.
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thi* ^©bellloû àelpet «&k@ ber the poet that sbe was. Emily
herself appeared to have beem ooasolous that the domiamtlom
resaltiûg ta reaaaeiatioû stirred her creative ability:
à death-blow is a life-blow to some 
»ho, till they died, did mot alive become;
Who, had they lived, had died, but whea They died, vitality begua.^*
She says la this poem that had it aot beea for the death­
blow, referring either to her reaaaeiatloa or to the loss of 
the third lover, which led her to renounce the life of the 
world, she would never have lived. If the thought la the 
poem did not so closely parallel the awakening of creative 
power in Emily Dickinson, one might say that she was playing 
with words in the Metaphysical tradition.
Emily relied upon poetry to compensate for her lack 
of freedom as the following poem reveals. Although she 
emphasises the word escape, it is the poem which permits the 
escape :
"Escape" is such a thankful word!
I often in the night 
Consider it unto myself.
No citadel in sight.
'Tis aot to sight the savior.
It is to be the saved;
dad that is why I lay my head
Upon this trusty word.2$
When there was no citadel in sight to which she might flee,
Dickinson, og. clt., p. 204.
Dickinson, Bolts of Melody, p. 120.
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aè hep# ©f liberty, sbe pom#re# over th# w©rd ”9»mpf" la a
pom, Sa« ooaolttdet that regardless of th# restrictioas
forced a#oa her, she coaid oompeaaate for them by creating
fféedoa through her poetry:
Ho rack can torture me,
My sottl̂ s at liberty.
Behind this mortal bone 
There knits a bolder one
bannot prick mlth ae%,
Hor rend with boyaltar.
Two bodies therefore be;
Bind one and one will flee.
By realising there was a prosperity whose sources lay
within and conee#ently were not susceptible to changes In
fortune, Sally concluded that
Beverss cannot befall that fjUce Prosperity 
Whose sources are Interior.^ ̂
By utilising those Interior sources, Bmlly escaped the 
mental and physical confinement imposed upon her by a 
dominating father as he was representative of the conven­
tional, patriarchal society.
Dickinson, The Complété Poems, p. 22.
*7 Ibid., p. 259.
caAPT&R n
BmrOIÆJKWmST ORTBODOI COWKBQATKmLISM
In cona«g.ttanee of the olroumaorlbed life Emily 
Dinklneon'e father foroed her to lead, she bename aware of 
oonventions throughout her Amherst world. Nowhere was the 
neoesslty to conform greater than in the orthodox ohurch. 
That she rebelled against impinging religious dogma by com­
pensating for what was unaooeptable in the Congregational 
religious pattern is readily evidenced. %ow she rebelled 
against conventional religion can be seen in an account of 
what the conventional religious pattern was.
In the Protestantism of nineteenth century Massa­
chusetts, one finds a dichotomy of belief. Puritanism, 
which had been revitalised in the first half of the pre­
ceding century by Jonathon Edwards, was the stronghold of 
the orthodox while the unorthodox adopted a position 
characterised as Unitarian.^® By 1600, Unitarianism or 
liberalism, as it was then called, had pervaded Boston and 
churches in the immédiate vicinity, but had not extended 
beyond them.^^ The orthodox received their greatest blow
OJJ Willey, American Gonaregationalism in the Nine­
teenth Century and tatering"~iie" Twentie%h. p."?,
Iblâ.. p. 7.
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in. 1805 wiieo # Oaitariaii, was appointed to
t&# ohalr of dlTijalty at Banrard, $ad ia spita of protest» 
from the aseoadaat orthodoxy, was ret aimed la him posltioa.^® 
from that time oa there was a dlvlsloa; la the east, 
arouad Boatoa, the liberals held e%wy; la the west, the 
views of the orthodox prevailed. Amherst was la the 
eeater of that paft of Maeeeohasetts ruled by the orthodox.
The Uhitarloa "hertey** ooaslsted prlaolpally la dlo- 
bellevlag the dOetrlhe of the Trlaity, doubt lag the ilvlalty 
of Jesus, aad questloalag the ability of the Holy Spirit to 
beoome persohallsed.Seooadarlly, the liberallets doubted 
the *»la8plratioa aad authority of the Bible | the phrase 
'that the #lble Is aot a revelatloa, but oaly a record of 
revelstloa* was eoiaed thea.
Oa the other head, the orthodox fortified their pos­
it loa by re-emphmsIzlag the Idwardeaa elements of their 
c r e e d . T h e  center of orthodox iastruotloa was Andover 
Seminary• a school founded to ameliorate the damage done by
30 Willey, og. cit.. p. 8,
Leo, clt.
Whicher, 0£. clt.. p. 7. 
winsy, 0&. cit., p. 7. 
laiâ, , p. *.
Walker, h History of the 0onarega11 eaal Churches
lillM atates
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ia H a r v a r d . The meat actable member of the
Aadover facalty was Professor Mwards A* Park, who domlaated 
the iaetitatioa from 1836 to 1881 by virtue of holding the 
chaire of Sacred Rhetoric aad of Ohrletian T h e o l o g y . It 
is important to acte that ” . . .  the Idwardeaa elemeate ia 
the creed were made more promiaeat.
Three terms appear frequently la this chapter % Goa- 
gregatloaalism, Puritanism, aad Mwardeanlsm. Puritanism 
aad Ooagregatloaaliem are synonymous, for ” . . .  from the 
begiaaiag, the Goagregatioaal church m &  the established 
’orthodox* Puritan church in A m e r i c a . The theological 
system was patterned after that of John Calvin. The only 
substantial alteration that Jonathon Edwards (1705-1750) 
made in the Congregational pattern was his insistence that 
the Supreme Deity was a God of love as well as an Hebraic 
God of wrath and righteousness.^ To know what kind of 
sermons Emily listened to before she stopped attending 
church, one need only to know what the essence of Mwardean
Willey, 0£. clt.. p. 9.
Walker, 0£. clt.. p. 253.
Ml* Pit.
Payaant, A Study of the Puritan Element in Emily 
Dickinson, p. 26. ~
^  Schneider, The Puritan Mind, pp. 144-5.
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theology was. Six works ooatala Mwards* basio theology.
"SioAsrs la the Haads of aa Aagry dod," a sermoa delivered
la 1741,^ oarried 00 latl#atloa of God as a Bela* oapahl#
of experieaolag love. Bather, Edwards portrayed God as a
heiag who took pleasure la aeadlag uaregeaerate souls to
everlastlag pualsimeat. This was the Hebral© oonoept of God
as a righteous aad wrathful judge. la 1746 the «Treatise
42Goaoerolag Bellgjous Affeotloas" was published. la It 
Edwards foeased the best results of the Great Awakeaiag oa 
the problem of true peraoaal religion and reaohed the ooa- 
elusloa that the Holy Spirit leads the ohosea maa lato aa 
attitude toward God whioh is impossible for the uaregeaerate 
maa to g r a s p . l a  1749 Edwards published «â Humble Inquiry 
. . . Goaeeralag the Quallfloatlons requisite to . . , full 
Gommualoa," la whioh he concluded that he could not admin­
ister the sacraments to un-regenerates,^ In his fourth 
important work, the «Careful and Strict Enquiry into the 
modern prevailing notions of freedom of Will,” 1754» he con­
cluded that since God orders His own existence and since man 
is an extension of the will of God, God must, then, order
Httbbell, 0£. cit.. p. 25. 
walker, og. cit.. p. 282. 
I)*id.. p. 283.
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fell# «Xi8fe®n0« of »aji.̂ 5 xa 1758 M s  flffeh iaporfeaafe work, 
"Ohrlsfelaa Docferlae of Orlglml Sin Befsaded,** songàfe feo 
show the depravity of man by feraoing generations of man back 
feo Adam.^^ Edwards* last important work was pablimbed la 
1765, **The Kafetirs of True Virtue," la which be stated that 
if a maa is virtuous he will, because of his virtue, seek 
the highest good which is God.^?
These were the basic teasts, then, which were taught 
at Andover derived from Edwards* orthodox Puritanism with 
the added protestation of the love of God.
The chain linking Emily Dickinson to Sdwardeaa Con­
gregationalism by way of Andover Seminary was completed by 
the Reverend Aaron M. Colton^® whose doctrines were "flaw­
lessly o r t h o d o x . "^9 Dolton was minister from I840 to 1853 
in the church Emily attended.From the time she was tea 
years old until she was twenty-three, she listened to 
sermons preached by him, a clergyman trained in an orthodox 
Congregational institution. Not only in church, but also in
Walker, op. oit.. p. 283.
46 Ibid.. p. 284.
Loo. Pit.
Colton came to Amherst from Andover Seminary la
1840.
Whieher, op. cit., p. 8.
Ibid.. pp. 7, 9.
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Bohool, ïally reo@lv#d religious traimlag. the iuflueno® of 
Amherst Aeademy, Amherst College, and Mt* Holyoke Semimry 
was aush that Idwardeauisa was the doaiaaut theology 
throughout her life, for these iostltutioas«-ail of them 
played important roles in her life— were dedicated to the 
faith that "the spread of Christian doctrines as inter­
preted by orthodox Oongregatlonalia* would free the world of 
its miseries and corruptions.*^1 The Dickinson family 
helped found Amherst College, and Emily attended Amherst 
Academy and Mt. Holyoke.^2
The rigid, formalised education that Emily had was 
church inspired and church dominated.
The connection between the College and the Academy 
. . . was very close. Of the seven principals who 
served while Emily Dickinson was a pupil, five were 
recent graduates of Amherst, and many of the assistant 
teachers were Amherst seniors. Two of them subse­
quently entered the ministry, two became missionaries, 
and one died before completing his theological 
traiaing.®^
The College itself was dedicated to perpetuating orthodoxy. 
President Hitchcock was a firm believer in total depravity 
and otherwise his ideas fitted into the orthodox pattern.
Whieher, cit.. p. 41.
for a fuller disouamion of Aaily*# education see 
Whieher, 0£. cit.. Chapters 3 and 4.
53 Ibid.. p. 42.
5^ paynant, ojgi. oit.. p. 34.
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Mary Lyon, prsaeptrass at Mt. Holyoke College, believed la 
mam*8 fall la Adam’s original ala and the doctrine of the 
elect "whereby God, through the mediation of Christ, oho*# 
to redeem a portion of mankind, and oondemn the remnant to 
eternal punishment."It was orthodox Coagregatloaallmi 
that dominated religious life la Amherst.«5^
Even though she did not join the ohurch, she was 
/
fully aware of its dogma. She could not help being aware of 
It after attending church and school la the orthodox com­
munity.
Because she did not join the church, Emily did not 
share the religious life of the community. The result was 
that Xmlly "was often considered sacrilegious by the ortho­
dox of her day . . . ."5*
One form her revolt against conventional religion 
took was a refusal to believe in the Puritan God who beset 
man’s path with pitfalls and then Imputed his fall to sin:
Payzant, 0£. oit., p. 40.
5* Ibid.. p. 26.
Blfinobi. in Tn. Life and Lettera of Emily Dioicio* 
son, p. 66, suggests tEaî &ily stoppai attending church 
luring her thirtieth year. Whieher, 0£. cit., p. 8, suggests 
she was a regular attendant at services until her twenty- 
fifth year. Either estimate indicates that she attended 
church long enough to be fully aware of the basic dogma* of 
the church.
Blanchi, Emily Dickinson Face to Face, p. 254.
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«IteaTeal/ f take to Thee 
The #a#Mme lalqalSy, 
fashioasâ by thy oaahih head In a memeht oofitrahaad.
theagh to tmat a# aeema to aa 
More jrespeotftti— *T»e are daat * "
We apologise to Thee 
for Thlae o#a Bapliolty.^“
This pXaeing of the biame for orlgimal sia ah#a God, goes
far to demy the whole èoagregatlohal dootrlae of original
ala and regeaeratloa, for if it Is the fault of 8*d that maa
lires ia a depraved state, the# all that maa earn do is to
apologise for God*# owa two*fai|edaess.
/la another poem she expressed displeasure with the
authoritariaa, self-suffioieat God who had no coaoera for
life. Bare is what the orthddhx sdid:/
. . . God lores oaly himself, sad he oremted the % 
world with his owa glory as his ohief end. Obviously 
the happiness of human,beihgs is not his end, for most 
human beings are lost.®®
And here is how Smily reaeted to this dootriae:
It*6 easy to invent a life,
God does it every day—
Greation but a ghmhle 
Of Ills authority.
It*s easy to effeee it.
The thrifty Emity
Could soaroe afford eternity
To spontaneity.
Dloklnson, The Complete Poems. p. 296. 
Sohneider, op. oit.. p. 145.
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The perished pether*# murmur.But hia perturblee* plea 
Prooeed— iasertiag here 
A Sua—  ,
There— leevlag out a maa.
Bmlly opposed the klad of "perturhleee" authority whioh made
deoisioas aad would aot ooasider ohaaglag them. The thrifty
Baity had a uairersal eeheme aad He would allow aothiag to
iaterfere with it, God could as aacoaoeraedly create a aew
star as He oould sauff out the life of a maa; aeverWielese,
His authority was aot to he queetioaed, aad coaformist
mooiety iamlsted that he aevertheless be worshipped.
/tM s God was, from Emily*# polat of view, a cruel God,
Because He was uadeviatiag aad perturbless, cruelty was one
of His characteristics. Even those who are predestined for
heaven are beset with pitfalls and misery by the Supreme
DeityÎ
Far from love the Heavenly Father 
leads the chosen child;
Oftener through the realm of briar 
Than the meadow mild,
Oftener by the claw of dragon 
Than the hand of friend,
Guides the little one predestined 
To the native land,®*
The God who predestined a few for heaven and condemned the
rest to perdition was not a God of love. lather fie was a
61 Dickinson, Further Poems. p. 41. 
Dickinson, The Gomplete Poems. p. 251.
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mallgûing Deity aa she ladloatad in this letter;
We have no fires yet, and the evenings grow cold.
How many barefoot shiver I trust their father knows who 
saw not fit to give them shoes,
In her repudiation of the cruelty of God, she dealt with
both the broad concept of human existence marked by misery,
and the specific instance of the misery of those who were
destined to be poor.
While Edwards believed in the efficacy of prayer aa a
means of attaining immediate communion between God and the
human soul, Emily said no, prayer is vain because God does
not care;
Of course I prayed—
And did God care?
He cared as much as
On the air
A bird had 
And cried, "Give me:
and
stamped heg^foot
There comes an hour when begging stops.
When the long Interceding lips.Perceive their prayer is valn.°5
Because she felt that prayer was trivial, Emily oould
describe it as;
63 Blanchi, The Life and letters, p. 251. 
Dickinson, further Poems. p. 44.
Dickinson, Bolts of Melody. § 494, p. 252.
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, . . th# little Implement 
Threugh *&le& mem yeeeh 
Where preeemee is deaieâ them.
They fllmg their speech
By meaas ef It Im ®©d*s ear;
If them Be hear.
This same up the epptfata#
Ocmpriaed ia prayer.®®
It is apparent Im a letter tc thmaae Wemtemyth 
Biggin#cm wet Belly did net attempt to approach the tradi­
tional, authoritarian, pertttrMeea tod through "the little
They £the Bicklnshm fmUjQ are religious, except me, 
and address an eclipse, etery morning, shorn they call 
their "father."
Her letter states that the attitude her own family exhibited
in prayer admitted the futility tf attempting to commune
with God because it was the same kind of attitude eith which
one might witness a distant, cold, unapprmchable eclipse.
Thus distrustful of prayer, Xmily could easily say that
while faith is a fine invention
w a s microscopes«are prudent 
In an emergency.®*
kmlly rebelled against the setting of boundaries by
the authoritarian God who was presented in church, in school.
66 Dickinson. The Complete Poems, p. 45.
67 Blanchi. The life and letters of Emily Dickinson, 
p. 234. :
6s Dickinson. The Gomplete Poems, p. 45.
itfid la m &  kern# #&#re her fatker'a rale was oaquestioaeâ. 
îàe lime that God drew waa a llae aaperktiag tkoae whom Se 
Qkoae %o frW tkoee v h m  Se ekoae to damm. Sere was 
a#korlty age la. Sere were f m e m  oa# ooald aot pas» 
tkroogk, SeWlllag as »kf did agalaat the aatkarlty of her 
fatker aad the kottsekold la whioh she was foroed to stay, 
Emily foaad aa e%t##lpa of the same restrlotioas iatoler* 
able, Oae earn see ia the aext llaes that Emily had 
qaeatioaa aboat the tradit1oaal he#yea t
What is paradlaet Who 1ire there?
Are they farmers? Do they hoe?o9
'f#a„ a letter'to Samael Bowles, she empressed aa oa-f
alillagaess to aeeept wholly the traditioaal oplaloa that a
hearealy exlsteaee was far superior to aa earthly oae;
fhe eharms of the hearea la the bash are saperoeded, 
I fear, by the heavea la the head oo@asloaally.fW
la a poem she reiterated her doabts %
Whioh is best? Seavea,
Or oaly he&rem to some,
With that old Oodlell of doubt?
I oaaaot help estew
The "bird wlthla the head"
Superior to the oae
The "bush" may yield me**-ir may aot—
Too late to ehoose agala.^l
^9 Dlehlasoa, Bolts of Melody. # 154, p. 65,
7^ Blaaehl, The life aad Letters of Bally Disk las on. 
pp, BOB-).
71 Dloklasoa, Bolts of Melody, # 549, PP. 276-7.
Badly was skeptical ia mmkiag her estimate of heavea:
We pray to Heairea,
We prate ■ of HeaTsa—
Relate wàea neighbors die,
At what o’clock to Heavea 
They fled. ««
Who saw them wherefore fly?'^
Had she ever seea a eool borae upwards iato paradise, her 
skepticism would have had its refutation. As it was, how­
ever, she continued to hold the heaven at hand superior to 
the traditional heaven in the bush.
Bally concluded that heaven as it was believed in by 
her society was undesirables
. . .  in the handsome skies 
I shall not feel at home 
I know,
I don’t like Paradise.
Because it’s Sunday all the time 
And recess never comes 
And M e n ’ll be so lonesome 
Bright Wednesday afternoons.
An Amherst Sunday consisted mostly of two long church
services, one In the morning and one in the afternoon.?^
Such frivolity as reading a number of The Springfield
Republican, which finally dared to appear on Sunday, was
unheard of; rather, the orthodox citisen refrained from
Dickinson, further Poems. p. 48. 
73 Ibid.. p. 43.
7̂  Whieher, £g. oit.. p. 6.
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readlag hie oopy imtil the aext day.^^ Beoause the paW&lee 
ehloh her soolety believed ia appeared elmllar to a grim 
Amheret Babbath, Emily did met believe im it,
Simee Emily foumd she oomld mot aeeept the eemveatiorn­
ai God amd prayer as a meams of eommumlmg with God, it was ̂ 
perhaps, omly matural that she should oriticime the Bible 
from which stemmed these comvemtioms. She viewed the Bible 
as if it were the program of a melodrama list lag the featured 
players; .
fhe Bible is am mm tique volume
Wrlttem by faded mem,
At the suggestlom of Holy Spectres—
Sub i#ets— Be thlehem—
Mem— «-the amoiemt Hmestead,
Satam— the Brigadier,
Ittdaa— the Great Defaulter,
David— the Troubadour. ,
Sim— a distimguished Precipice 
Others met resist,
Boys that "believe"
Are very lomesm#—
Other boys are "lost."
Bad but the tale a warblimg teller 
All the boys would emme—
Orpheus* sermom captivated.It did mot comdemm.fb
The attitude im this poem is im sharp comf1lot with tradi­
tioaal attitudes toward the Bible as they bers expressed 
by the Watiomal Ooumoil meeting im Oberlia, Ohio, om 
November 15,
Whieher, o^, oit.. p. 13.
Dlokimsom, The Oommlete Poems,- p. 249,
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Goûgregafclojiai eàureàas shall agree la belief that 
the Holy Scripture» are the sufficient a M  gal y Infal­
lible rule of religious faith aad practice.7?
The Puritan believed In the authoritative character of the 
Word of God.7^ lather than being the Holy Word of Sod, the 
Bible became, for Emily, a stage for the enactment of moral­
ities: Satan, Marshal of the wicked; Adam*» fall and his
loss of the Garden; Judas, the Great Defaulter; Sin, a 
precipice to be avoided by all but the "faded men" who wrote 
the "antique volume." A moat unconventional alternative 
which would make Christians of everyone appears la the final 
four lines. If the Bible had someone like Orpheus, a pagan, 
to sing its message, then everyone would be captivated, for 
he did not condemn or predestine anyone for hell.
Emily felt that the Bible was too much concerned with 
sin and its punishment. In it, various commandments— limita­
tions— were set, and transgressors of them were punished. 
Emily constantly struggled, not openly, but within, against 
boundaries, limitations and restrictions as she knew them to 
direct and control her earthly and her heavenly existence.
Emily had grave doubts about the conventional God, 
cruel and unheeding, whose heaven, if existent was undesir­
able, and whose Bible sought to condemn. Her soul felt the
Walker, 0£. cit., pp. 4O9-IO.
Ibid., p. 144.
'■yaehe of doutt in spit© of snch strong narcotics as parsna-
siv®, oratorical preachers %
Much geatnr# frcan the pulpit,
Strong ball@lnj@As roll-- 
Narcotics cannot still th@_tootb 
That nibbles in the soul
amlly rebelled against conventional religions
patterns by compensating for traditional religions vaines
which were lost to her. She advocated not a religions
system, but a formless kind of devotion of her own,
creating a God who condemned no one and a heaven which
received all, both of which were in direct opposition to
orthodox belief,
Two poems Indicate that Bmily's God was a combination
of the orthodox Jehovah, omnipotent God of righteousness,
. . .  He is not a man.
His fingers are the sise of fiats.
His fists the size of men.
And whom He foundeth with His arm 
As Simmaleh shall stand,
Gibraltar's everlasting shoe 
Poised lightly on his hand^O
and a kindly Father to whom one could appeal in the same
tone that a child might say "Daddy, make him give it to me*"
Saucy, saucy seraph 
To elude me so*.
Father* they won't tell me I 
Won't you tell them to?81
(^oted in Wells, Introduction to Smily Dickinson,
P » 155 a
Dickinson, Bolts of Melody. # 416, pp. 217-8,
81 Ibid.. # 400, p. 210.
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fà® latter Is the gsatl® Fatiier wbo wottld
. . . lift hi# little girl,--
01@-f*&hioaed, aaag&ty, exeryt&lmg,—
Over the stile of pearl.
We might add that a ayaoajm for "aaughty* Is "refraotable or
aaraly.*83 Sally felt that her ©wa God would olalm her in
spite of her rebellion.
That Sally thou#t of God as a fleeh-aad-blood father
Is further Indicated In this poem:
Over the fence the strawberries grow;
Over the fence I could climb 
if 1 tried, I know—
Berries are nice!
But if I Stained my apron 
God would certainly scold!
Oh, dear! I guess if he were a boy 
He»d climb. If He could:=4
This God was not "perturbless;" oa the contrary, He was a
father concerned with the most trivial happenings, a father
who would scold her for a soiled apron.
: V :Sally’s God could be found in nature*
Some keep the Sabbath by going to church;
I keep It staying at home.
With a bobolink for a chorister/ 
had an orchard for a dome.
Some keep the Sabbath in surplice;
I just wear my wings,
And instead of tolling the bell for Church,
Our little sexton sings.
Quoted in Whieher, o£. oit.. p. Ill,
Webster*a Dictionary of Synonyms ; Shorter Oxford 
English Bictionaryi
Dickinson. Bolts of Melody, # 161. p. 90.
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a w  aotwâ oiér&ym&a,—
A W  8«môjQ is msver loag;
So insfesaa of getting to heaven at last,
I*m going all along.®?
Also, she iadieateh that her God m s  & God she oonld ommnae
eith in natnve %
Spring is the period 
Ezpreae from God 
Among the other seasons 
Himself ahide,
Bht daring Marsh and April
Hone stir abroad
Withoht a oordial interview
With God.^^
Her God, then, was a kindly, paternal deity who was
oonoerned with the most insignifioant details, and who had
enodgh of the oonventi oml qnality of omnipotenoe to be
majestic. He was, in short, a God who oould eompeasate for
the oonventional God in whom she oould not believe.
Emily oreated also a heaven to compensate for the
exelasive, eonventional one :
My only sketch, profile, of Heaven is a large, blue 
sky, bluer and larger than the biggest I have ever seen 
in June, and in it are my friends^all of them— every 
one of them— . . .®f
This letter is a specific denial of conventional dogma.
Regardless of whether or not the Congregational doctrine of
Dickinson, The Complete Poems, pp. 110*1.
Dickinson, Bolts of Melody, f 52, p. 34.
Hianchi. The Life and Letters of Emily Dickinson, 
p. 199. '
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salvatioA of the eleot permitted her friends to go to 
heaven, she expected to find them there. Emily held that 
text worthless which insisted that Adam’s fall tainted man­
kind and that Sod bestowed grace on a select few and thereby 
predestined them for heaven.
Emily was confident that her own religion would be 
her salvation:
I never saw a moor,
I never saw the sea;
Yet know I how the heather looks,
And what a wave must be.
I never spoke with God,
Nor visited in heaven;
Yet certain am I of the spot As if the chart were given.88
The stimulus beyond the grave 
His countenance to see.
Supports me like the imperial drams 
Afforded royally.89
Going to heavenÎ 
I don’t know when.
Pray do not ask me how,—
Indeed I’m too astonished 
To think of answering youj 
Going to heavenÎ 
How dim it s ounda %
And yet it will be done
As sure as flocks go home at night
Unto the shepherd’s a r m ! 90
88 Dickinson, The Gomplete Poems, pp. 188-9, 
Ibid., p. 286.
90 Ibid.. p. 202.
)9
B«oatia8 of th# life EAward Dlokimfioa foroed Emily $o 
leed^ ahe be earn# aware of restriotloas which Impljcged oa her 
freedom. Fences sarrouMed her. Her father watched to see 
that she did not esoape. By extending this paternal domina* 
tlon to God, she found that conventional Congregationalism 
offered the same familiar pattern of restrictions ruled by a 
God perturbless and oompasslonless. Heaven was on one side 
of the boundary, the place of the condemned on the other 
side, is a genteel imheret lady and an obedient daughter, 
she could not rebel openly. Instead, she compensated for 
her losses In a subtler way. Her own beliefs were her com­
pensation. Wells offers an appropriate summary of her 
attitude toward religion;
/Her many skeptical poems . . .  as well as the total 
complexion of her work, reveal the essentially religious 
and spiritual nature of a woman eager for religious 
experience; but she was clearly dissatisfied with all 
churches and creeds,
She gained religious experience by communing with her 
heavenly Father through nature. Avoiding ceremony, she be­
lieved what she chose to believe, that God was a kindly 
Father, that heaven was where one’s friends were found, and 
that nature was a manifestation of God— in denial of ortho­
dox patterns.
Although one might be tempted to force Emily into the
91 Wells, 0£, Pit.. p. 156.
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y alt a rim m pattern, suoii a prooedor® is not justified, Tkere 
is no evidence to indicate that she felt the influence of 
tJnitarianiam, in spite of parallels such as their respective 
criticisms of the Bible aa a revelation. Her revolt was a 
purely personal reaction which led her to develop a formless 
kind of religious devotion.
QHAPTÈR III
aZR ABTia^IC BBVOIT lITSWrf 0OWŸgRTIp#@
/ab Emlly Dl@kia#6a wai là i?«Tolt against soeial a M  
raligiotts aoûTeatlcias, sàe was alao égala»t tho#e
whioh govoraoA prosody aad pootio subjeet», Zxoépt for M r  
rofasai tp jola ta# oharoa, a*r outward life was lived alopg 
ooaveatlsoal lives. However, ooaveatiooal aoolety
, . , might as wise have .lodged a bird 
for treasoa la the poaad^^
aa force Emily to thlak along ooaveat1oaal liass. Outwardly
she was a dutiful daughter. Ihwardly she ©soaped her domia*
atlag father. Outwardly, although she did aot ioia the
Chur oh, **oa the subject of her soul, she was oa the whole
aouad.**̂  ̂ (The third aspect of her revolt, aaaely that she
rebelled agalast the proclivity to coaform to popular
aot1oae of what constituted poetry, coaceras us because much
of the grafttaess of her poea# is due to her revolt agalast
the coaveatioas of popular seatimeatmlist poets of the
alaeteeath century. Study of this rerolt gives fresh la*-
sights lato the understaadlng of her poetry.
Dloklasoa, Daoublished Poems. o. 34.
So Hoveread Joamthoa 1. ieakias who once Inter­
viewed Mies #aily oa the subject of her soul, reported to 
her father. Whieher, oit.. p. 9.
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Eaily was aware at aa early age of the âaager of
lee tag one’s freedom by living ia a oonfomiet society.
When she wee only f ifteen, she wrote to her friend Annie :
How do you enjoy your sehool this term? . . .  I 
expect you have a great many prim, starohed up young 
ladies there, who, I doubt not, are perfeet models of 
propriety and good behaviour. If they are, don't let 
your free spirit be ehalned by them.94
A eonsoiouenese of society's demands for eonfomity
and an outburst against these demands are in a letter to her
brother Austin:
. . . permit me to accord with your discreet opinion 
concerning Swedish Jenny, and to commend the heart brave 
enough to express it— combating the opinion of two 
civilised worlds and lew York into the bargain must need 
considerable daring— indeed it had never occurred to me 
that amidst the hallelujahs one tongue would dare be 
dumb . . . *95
Austin's expressed opinions about Jenny Lind, not in agree­
ment with conventional opinions, Emily thinks show a brave 
heart, for when society attitudinizes everyone is required 
to conforms
Much madness is divinest sense 
To a discerning eye;It is the majority 
In this, as all, prevails.
Assent, and you are sane;
Demur, — you ' re atraightwayv dangerous,
And handled with a chain.
94 Bianchi, The Life and Letters of Smily Dickinson.
pp. 111-2.
95 Ibid.. p. 151.
9^ Dickinson, The Complete Poems. p. 9.
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la oooformity lay s#ourity, @vea thougb.tü# society to
whoa© oonveatioas you ooaformed was eœiplately inaaae. By 
suoh a society as that of AqUierot, utter maâaess was judged 
more sensible than a proportionste amount of sense, because 
it was the opinion of the majority which determined all 
values. If one assented to the opinion of the majority, 
then one was considered a sane member of the majority; if 
one demurred, on the other hand, the same majority, would 
condemn him as dangerous to its cause— whether the nature 
of that cause were theological, social, or literary. Emily 
Dickinson knew what she was talking about, for she was, in 
a manner of speaking, the minority party in Amherst, though, 
to be sure, mostly a silent one. From the reactions of the 
then prominent literary figure, i*. W, Biggins on, to her 
poetry, she knew that minorities were condemned. It is no 
wonder that after her poems came out.
To staid puritan citizens of Amherst she appeared 
somewhat aa Hamlet to the court of Denmark : an eccentric
known for wild and whirling words.
She puzzled those people she was not just like, 
simply because.ahe was not like everybody else of that 
day and place.
/The conventions of poetic composition against which 
Emily revolted were those practiced, say, by Felicia Dorothea
Wells, 02,. oit., p. 87.
Bianchi, Emily Dickinson Face to Face, p. 37.
a widely popular Britiah poeteaa.^ Mrs, Baœaas was 
by far th# mo#t popular woman poet. Braneh, a @peoiall#t in
the period from 1836 to 1#0, whioh he oalle the ##h$i#emtal
years, says, "fhere was a woman . . . whose every hashed
tear had he owe a pearl of poetle se at Ime at * Braaeh
ooatiahes:
Ser metrioal variations were not many; the rhymes 
were ezaot, the melody was usually a mournful an# melt­
ing eadenoe. This sameness of hey tended to eafores the
sameness of message— the heautf or pathos. A man dying 
the patriot’s death on the iMtttlefleid; the boy upon 
the burning da oh wheaod all but he had flSd; woman en- 
hslloslng the modest soenes of hWe, or brooding over 
a little grave, or "wtehihg the stars out by the bed 
Of pain’*— these were the tableaux of virtue she de- 
pioted in her most oharaoterlstic poems . . . . She 
was a singer of wide range. Her verses dealt with 
mountains, sea, end forest; with nature’s tinier 
felioltlea, the Silken rustle Of the bshdiag grass, the 
fragile beauty of wild flowers, the joyous life of the 
unomged birds; with ohildh#W, its ahgello innocenee 
and myatio flashes of truth . . .  and with noble and 
affeoting delineations of humanity favoring lofty Stole 
virtues in her men and gentle ardors in her women.
She was ’humorless, ardently moral, expansively sympathetlo.”̂ ®
The popularity of such a writer as gemans Indicates that
sentimentalistio literature was in vogueb Sentimentalism,
whioh has been defined as "In general the mood of exoseslve
sentiment, or too tender susceptibility, of mawkish
99 Bianohi, Zmily Dickinson face to Face, p. 37. 
Branch, The Sentimental Years ; 1830-1860. p. 107. 
Ibid.. p. 108.
10* Ibid.. p. 109i
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•mofeiooialismj la literary art the âeliberate use of the#e 
aareatralaed exoeases to produce a ooaseloualy ealealated 
reapoase from the reader,warn the dmlaaat literary 
ooaveatloa of popular writlag»
The various popular womea*a mmgaalaea, mmwg the# the 
lady's Book of Louie Aatoiae Oodey aad Bex Qrdham*# JWerloaa 
Moatfaly Wagamlme. were the or#he for the publloatloa of 
mu oh eeatlmeatalietle literature ia the tJalted States arouod 
1850.^®^ Goatrlbutors iaoluded daaa G, Lyaoh* Sarah haaa 
Lewis, Mra. Seba Smith, Mrs, faaaie Osgood, Mrs. Lydia Maria 
C h i l d , a a d  Mrs, Lydia Huatly Sigouraey,^^^ **lady poets who 
were oareful to avoid the reproach of immodesty.«♦̂ 7̂ gp 
these poets, Mrs. Slgouraey was the most popular,^^®^Mrs, 
Lydia Buatley Blgouraey #ae a a laStitutloa whom adorihg 
critics dubbed "the Americaa Heaaas.**̂ ®̂  She evea wrote 
elegies upon request to poaSole *the swaer of a caaary bird 
which had aocldeatally beea starved to death,** aad to
^^3 Watt aad Watt, A Dictloaary of Sa&lish Literature.
p. 39#.
^ ^ Breach, 0£. oit.. p. 112.; 
ibid., p. 117.
106 Ibid.. p. 136.
107 Ibid.. p. 135.
10® Breach veatures the witticism that *• she aad George 
Washiagtoa were beyoad criticism.*
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oomfort a father ehoae child ”drowa®d Im a barrel of anime*» 
f#ed.*HG a further Imsighfe la to the klmd of
pee try written by Mra. Slgouraey t r m  & eomte#parary
paaegyrlat :
1er poetry ia the poetry ef hone lifej the affeetloma 
olusterlmg around the manifold objeetn of the domeatle 
air ole, and exhibiting In the Tarled eeene# of-' mànf 
ohangefttl trial, the meaeaalty aad beneflolal mfluomoe 
of virtuoue feelimgs.^l^ .
Branch adds that **Hot surprisingly, she was fend of death--
the death of iafante, foreign missionaries, sailors, cripples,
poets , , . ,«2.12 Wyoh Brooks ©alls the Mrs. Sigourney
klmd of poetry, poetry
Of the facile klmd . . , of women, for women , . , In 
Imitation of fennyson , . , flaccid, stereotyped, and 
vague, abounding In haekhefad phreaee and threadbare of 
ooaooptloas • . • . It was often aloklled over with the.. _ 
palest thou^t and very seldom fresh, direct, or vital,
When Mrs. Sigourney died. In 166$,^^ Helen Hunt 
Jaokaon In a kind of kpost olio succession became the leading 
American poetess^^^ and apostle of sentlmemtailstic poetry, 
Helen Hunt Jackson, confcmmlmg sentimentalist, was born In
110
quoted la Branch, p. 137*
Branch, op. oit.. p. 137.
Ill
Loo. oit.
Brooks, Hew England: Indian Summer* p. ilk»
Crawford, Kern, #eedleman. Outline History of 
American Literature, p. SO.
2.15 Brooks, op. clt.. p. 300.
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Amherst aad was a close friend of Smily Dickinson, noncon­
forming rebel. By establishing what kind of poet Mrs, 
Jackson was and by comparing Smily Dickinson with her, that 
is, using Mrs. Jackson*a poetry as the backdrop against 
whioh to show Emily's poetry in full relief, we can see that 
Sally Dickinson was a poet of revolt,
Emerson, upon being asked if he did not think Helen 
Hunt the best **woman-poet on this continent," replied, 
"Perhaps we might as well omit the woman, "H^ Thomas 
Wentworth Higginson, prominent Hew England critic, novelist, 
historian, and contributor to The Atlantic Konthly^^^ con­
curred in Emerson's opinion:
"H, H," reaches . , , the heart in a class of poems 
easy to comprehend, thoroughly human in sympathy; poems 
of love, of motherhood, of bereavement ; poems such as 
are repeated and preserved . . . cheering, strengthening 
many a heart.
The following poem of Mrs, Jackson's met with
Higginson's approval;
Like a cradle rooking, rocking,
Silent, peaceful, to and fro,
Like a mother’s sweet looks dropping 
On the little face below,
Hangs the green earth, swinging turning.
Jarless, noiseless, safe, and slow; 
falls the light of God's face bending 
Down and watching us below.
11^ Quoted in Higginson, Short Studies of American 
Authors, p. 41,
117 Brooks, 22' oit.. p. 128,
11® Higginson, 0£* oit., p. 45*
4-3
ÀïLÛ aa feebl# baba# that Buffer,
Toss a M  ory a M  will hot rest.
Are the ones the tender mother 
Holds the closest, lores the best,—
So when we are weak and wretched.
By our sins weighed down, distressed,
Then it is that God'e great patience 
Holds us closest, lores us best.-*^
This poem exhibits characteristics typical of its genus.
first, the meter is simple. The first line la in a uniform
trochaic tetrameter while the following line is trochaic
with three complete feet ending with a oatalectic trochée.
feminine endings alternate with masculine endings. In the
first octet, the rhyme scheme is ab cb db eb. The second
octet is identical in metrics and rhyme pattern.
/Surely the poem reached the heart conditioned to 
senttmentalistio verse, for emotionality— the falsification 
of an emotion by attempting to Intensify and prolong it— is 
prominent. In the imagery Mrs. Jackson employed is a clue 
as to how she achieved the tone of emotionality. In the 
first verse, the image of a cradle rooking silently and 
peacefully arouses in the reader's mind associations of the 
cradle, the Innocent babe and the tender mother. The cradle 
image is not necessarily bad. Ifhltman’s splendid "Out of 
the cradle endlessly rocking" shows what an artist can do 
with it. But Mrs. Jackson then presents to the reader the
p. 230.
quoted la Cooke, The Poets of Transcendentalism,
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picture of a mother looking sweetly down at her haby. Such 
a picture was a formula. All mother# always looked sweetly 
at their babies, for then there was only ohe kind of mother—  
a madomna^like figure not far removed from divinity Itself, 
The degree to which the next image. If indeed it can 
be called an image, is suecessfally presented depends upon 
each individual readsr.^^G The picture of the earth taming, 
swinging, safe and slow like a cradle while light falls on 
it from God's face seems contrived and unsuccessful to the 
writer of this thesis, John livingston Lowes points out 
that illusion is one of the conventions of poetry which has 
"its roots in the nature of the poetic medium itself" and in 
the "common consent which underlies the possibility of all 
communication w h a t s o e v e r . "^^l Although the essence of 
poetic truth is accepted i l l u s i o n , 1^2 there are limits be­
yond which illusion does not go»123 first, common sense 
prevents the willingness to accept illusion from being 
strained too far; "We grant the world of illusion freely# 
but we demand that theri be a limit beyond which illusion
Richa rds. Prlhci ole s of 111 er ar y Critic ism. asserts 
that individual differences as to whether"ah image' is pre­
sented are enormous, p, 106,
Lowes,, Convehtibn àhd Revolt in P oetry, P. 27.
' p. 44.
,p. 33. ‘ ‘
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oanflot The seooad control is the laws of nature.
Ordinarily we do not accept violations of natural laws; on 
the other hand, if the poet overcomes us with such things 
but seems not to have done so, we accept him as an artiat.^^^ 
In the opinion of the investigator, Mrs, Jackson's poem 
fails on both grounds. The earth is not like a cradle; it 
does not swing slowly; it is neither jarlesa nor absolutely 
safe. She does not overcome the reader*a unwillingness to 
accept unlimited Illusions. Neither does she overcome our 
unwillingness to accept violations of natural laws.
Not only does Helen Hunt Jackson justify Higginson*a 
approval of her, but she would also have justified the 
approval of admirers of Remans and Sigourney. Wann summa­
rizes the conventional attitude by saying that writers of 
Hew England showed antipathy to realism by striving to keep 
alive essentially outworn subject-matter and artificial 
forms.126
^Bmily Dickinson*s revolt against convention took its 
final form as an artistic revolt against the attitudinizing 
of a society which demanded that a poem be easy to compre­
hend, reach the heart, and have a moral purpose. Yet in
124 lowes, o£. Pit.. p. 33.
125 Ibid., pp. 37-8.
126 Wann, The Else of Realism, p. 7.
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thla revolt the paradox of outward oonformlw @ M  laaer
rebellion oaa be detected. Here is a poem, already quoted
in Chapter II:
Far from love the heavenly Father 
temd# the ehoeen ehlld;
Oftener through the realm of briar 
Than the meadow mild,
Oftener by the claw of dragon 
Than the hand of friend,
Guide# the little one predestined 
To the native land.
This looks like any one of a class of conventional poems,
and is in conventional verse form, yet it is used to express
her revolt. As one scans the first quatrain, the familiar
trochaic tetrameter line alternating with a trochaic
trimeter line appears, with a rhyme scheme of ab cb. The
same metrical pattern is found in the second quatrain, but
one quickly notices th#t the rhyme la suspended. "*I)ragen"
has no mecsmpahying rhyme while ’•friend,’* ’predestined," and
"land" depend upon ultimate consonants for similarity in
sound. Emily did not "disdain conveational devices . . .
but these tricks are likely to take a charm o ter is 11 ca lly
impish turn,”^ ^  as is plainly seen in her abandonment of
rhyme in the second stanza.|
jlmily did not abandon conventional verse forms. On
the contrary, "more than half her published poems are
Spiller and others, literary History of the 
United States. Vol. 2, p. 910.
/written In the familiar ballad'stanza, the oommon meter of
the hjomn b o o k s .  "^2# However, a atudy of the reprea*|itativô
Poema: Flrat a M  SeooM Ser'lea jcevmalg that la 6) per oemt
of the poems there le a violation of the ballad ataaza she
ohoae to use. for example la th# poem '
The heart asks pleasore first, 
had them, exouse from pala; 
had thea those little aaodyaes
That deaden suffering;
had then, to go to sleep; 
had thea, if it should be 
The will of Its Inquisitor,
The liberty to dle.*^
Emily employed what appears to be the common ballad stanza
of four lines in alternating iambio tetrameter and trimeter.
However, where the ballad employed an ab cb rhyme soheme*
Emily, latent on making the poem fit her ideal of non-con#
formity, did not, in this poem, use rhyme at all. One other
difference Is apparent: while the ballad alternated an
iambic tetrameter line with an iambic trimeter line, Emily
used two trimeter lines, a tetrameter line, and a final
trimeter in each stanza. In other poems, her pattern of
modification differs. Anyone who opens a volume of her
poems will see many variations. Sometimes, in an eigtt-line
poem, two lines will rhyme while the other six do not;
Whioher, gp, cit., p. 40.
Poem: first and Second Series, p. 38.
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frequently a line *hloh would be in tetrameter in a ballad, 
is in dimeter. Often e poem *111 seen regularly until one 
reaohaa the final line in whleh she dieregarda rhyme and 
rhythm oompletely. Her variations are indeed plentiful. 
Though Saily took for her favorite postio form the ballad 
stanza, she so dominated the form— so adapted it to her own 
purposes— that little remained but a shell, a hint that she 
outwardly accepted dominating conventions. Only three per 
cent of the poems in the volume selected as representative 
are entitled to be termed free v e r s e . But because she 
refused to let requirements of form dominate her, T. W. 
Higginson wrote, **5nlly Dickinson never quite succeeded in 
grasping the notion of the importance of poetic form.
Since we have discussed the mechanics of one of 
Emily Dickinson’s poems in contrast with H. H. Jackson’s,
Since this genre of poetry is in the minority in 
Emily Dickinson’s writing, it will not be dealt with at 
length. The following, however, is typical *.
Soul, wilt thou toss again?
By just such a hazard
Hundreds have lost, indeed,
But tens have won an all.
Angels’ breathless ballot
Lingers to record thee;
Imps in eager caucus
Baffle for my soul. (Poems: First and Second Series,
p. 34.) "
Higginson and Boynton, A Reader’s History of 
American Literature. p. 131.
/let U3 turn to a comparison of Ideas In the two poems. An 
even more striking refusal, on Emily*s part, to conform to 
conventional thought and emotion is evident. Mrs. Jaokson*# 
poem Is a moral discourse which attempts by analogy to a 
sentimental concept of motherhood to show that God loves and 
comforts man most when he is wdlghed down and distressed.
In denial of God*s love, Emily*s poem says that God leads 
even His favorites with no thoughts of love. Mors often by 
a dragon’s claw, a very harsh term, than by the hand of a 
friend, God leads his chosen one through realms of briar.
There is no sentimentality In this poem; on the contrary. It 
is opposed to the Ideal for which poets like Hemans, Sigourney, 
and Jackson stood. It is Interesting to notice the concise­
ness of speech in the Dickinson poem. While writers of 
sentimentalistlc verse dwelt at length on feeble, suffering, 
tossing, crying babes, Mias Dickinson’s subject, man In the 
same relationship to God as a child to his father, Is very 
simply "the chosen child." Although she may have been in 
sympathy with "the chosen child," Emily placed her poem on a 
higher level than that of Mrs, Jackson’s by not sentimen­
talizing.
\Emlly Dickinson did not write sentimental poetry.
Her work would not have reached the heart of a Higginson for 
it did not deal with bereavement, love, and motherhood :
"When a new work is to be purchased," said the Lily, a
. 5).
ooûttapeî-arf aagazia#,
let the first iaqeiry be . . . will it sheer the hear ef 
e©rr^l2*r oojaeele the heart la its memeete of afflie-
Beither eoalâ her poetry have beea approved for its eaay
empreheosim. /la her eaâeavor to set oh the "telegpmphis
thmight ," she preserved a M  sommimimteg mothlhg hat the
herhel of her thou#t eith **ao rlad, as glossy sarfasee,”
regardless of hoe it patries other writers, sash as
Higglasoo,^^^ By
expsriaefitiag with rhyme# a@d rhythms, sometimes addiag 
extra syllables to break ;.ap 'their mohotoay, ,.»'W%etime@ 
deliberately twisting à rhyme . . . for the sake of, 
harshneSs, she rebelled against the melllflaoas effèbt of ooavent ional poe&s^ih ,
in cryptic and often obeoure verse. There are a great many
poems which illustrate the oryptic and obscure qualities of
Emily*# verse, but the following are typical;
Time feels so vast
That were it not for an Eternity,
I fear me this circumference 
Engross my Finit y
To His exclusion,
Who prepares by rudiment# of size 
For the stupendous volumeOf his Diameters,*35
132 Quoted in Branch, £g. cit,, p. 127» 
^33 spilier, Vol. 2, op. cit.. pp. 910-1. 
334 Brooks, op. cit.. p. 326.
333 Dickinson, Unpublished Poems, p. 31.
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A Wsaraess to Treaaadouaness 
Aa Agony pi-ootirea,
Affliction raagao Botmdleosaeoo.
Vloiaity to lavo 
Coat»ntment*a quiet suburb,-- 
Affliction cannot stay 
In acre or location?*.
It rants Immanslty.̂ A**
It would bare bean difficult for a conventionalist of tna
mld-nlneteenth century to know what Sally bad in mind Wien
sbe wrote tbese two poems. Her use of the abstractions
"Time" and "Sternity" coupled wltb geometric concepts of
"circumference"volume," and "Diameters" renders tbls poem
almost Incamprebenslbie. On tbls basis, the poem is a
revolt against contemporary concepts tnat a poem should be
easy to understand/ However, if one accepts the poem as a
playful exercise In metapbysics, then her theme— that
immortality keeps time from subduing her— comes through. In
the first stanza, lines 3-4, "would" Is omitted while In
line 6 of the poem, second stanza, the personal pronoun "as"
is omitted. Supply these words and tbs poem reads: "Time
Is so vast that if it weren’t for Him who prepares us for
the stupendous volume of His own size, I should feal that
Time would engross me."
In the second poem she again used abstractions: 
"nearness," "tremendousness," "boundlessness," "contentment," 
"immensity." Agony or pain has the quality of making a
136 Dickinson, Unpublished loams, p. 148.
y '
peretm «ware of ttamaMouaaeaa. Affllotloa apprdxlmataa 
laflaity for it oaaaot stay la ooatamtmeat*s qalet sabarb 
#bloh is Bübjabt to tiia orderly reatrlotl'### ' of oomteatmeat. . 
Slaoe affllotlùa oaaaot ba llimltad, it e%t#ada lata laflaity. 
Paredoacloally, Emily laserted bar amo mvemtloaal #%preaal m
. r . -'■■' ■ ' "lato a cofi.veatloaal. ballad mtmaza.- . ,
/^heaé foama are hlgbly Th#
omlasioii of words l&dioates that :%ally was interested hot 1#
hlaeteenth oehtury Ideal of oraameht but oÀlÿ Ih the Idea
she was ezpreaalhg. Hot oaly these poems, but the Wjprlty
of her poems she composed with aa idee of iatriaslo form,
the fitting of aa idea into a form ehloh reinforces the
Ihtended meaaiag. Had the sentlmeatalistic writers used
Intrinsic form la their poetry we Would not have had the
rhythmical doggerel of
There came a burst of thunder sound;
The boy,— ohi where was he?
Ask of the winds that far around 
With fragments strewed the sea,— »
With mast, and helm, and penon fair,
That well had borne their part,
But the noblest thing that perished there,
Was that young, faithful heartl37
but we would have had poetry:
From "Gasablanoa" by Eemans, quoted in Cooper, 
Prefaoe to Poetry, p. 30.
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Gathered lato the earth 
Amd ©lit of story.
Gathered to that etra&ge fame,
That loaesom# glory 
That hath_go omea here.
Bat awe.13®
We have seen la the works of Bmlly Dleklasoa, who, 
with Whitmaa, poetioally represeated "the farthest pioaesr- 
lags of the almeteeath oeatury Amerleaa mlmd . , ,"139 # 
paradox of rebelliousaess and ooaf ormism. Although "Her 
earliest rhymes show a robust ooodeasatloa, and . . . her 
maoaerlsms deolare the iastiaotive ladepeadeaoe of her 
craft. Itself a protest agaiast . . . verbosity . . ,«1^® 
aad ooaveatloas of seatlmeatallstio prosody, she relied on 
the convention of poetic expression as a vehicle for her 
artistic revolt.
138 Dlokiasoa, Bolts of Melody. # 378, p. 201.
139 spiiier, 0£, cit., p. 907.
14D loo. cit.
ooNcmaioR
The poetry of Emily Dloklamoa Is markedly different 
from whet wee produoed by her ooatemporerlee, This thesis 
has endeavored to show that much of this difference sen be 
explained in terms of revolt; revolt against paternal 
domination, revolt against conventional religion, and revolt 
against conventions of prosody and poetic subjects.
/She did not rebel openly against her father, but/
aompensated for the freedw he denied her by freeing herself 
through poetry. As a rebel against the orthodox Oongrega- 
tional church, she refused to become a church member and com­
pensated for the traditional values thus denied her by 
creating her own amorphous religion, finally, Emily 
Dickinson rebelled against the conventions of sentimental- 
istio verse making. Had she conformed to conventional 
patterns, her poetry would undoubtedly be as unregarded 
today aa that of Helen Hunt Jackson and Mrs. Sigourney,
Her rebellion was an inner one which has a parallel 
in the unconventional utterances within the framework of her 
poetry. But like the form of her poetry, which is essen­
tially traditional, her life conformd to accepted patterns, 
Emily was fully aware that she was a rebel. In one 
of the finest poems she ever wrote, Emily Dickinson tells us 
that she unyieldingly held to her convictions— convictions 
which made her a poet of revolt:
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ÏÏat© like ê%Qtf trouble be# eafeloeâ «e-- 
B#e kieemee fell,
Brotbera aaâ eletere #bo fkeferreâ tbe glory 
âod tbelr yottûg 1*111
Beet to tie aeeffold, or la doogeoes ob&oted 
Till Ood*# fell time-,
Wbeo tbey let go the Igaomimy, millog, 
ded#be##eeet#till.
Bate goeesed créât» my mmalag feaoy lures m ,  
mra fair
By beads rejected la tbs lower couatry;
Of beadr# tber#
Bucb spirit makes perpetual aeatioa *
Tbat Ï, growa cold.
Step martial at my oruclfixloa 
As trumpets rolled.
feet small as alas imve aerebed la revolUtloa 
f irm to tbe drum.
Beads aot so stmt boisted tbem la witaess 
Wbea speecb weat aumb.
1st me act sbame tbelr sublime deportmeats 
Drilled brlgbt—
Beekealag Itrascaa larltatloa 
Toward llgbtîH I
Dlflklasoa, Dambllsbed Poems, p. 9.
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